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WOMEN IN BUSINESS - e-SEMINAR ADVANCED DISCOVERY PROGRAMS 
 

YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH MONEY 
 

‘The Money Game’ should be an easy feat to master, but then why such hardship and why such disconnect 
with making or keeping money?  Talking about money should be rational, but why does it often become 
emotional?  Why so many feel uncomfortable talking about money?  What is the source of an adverse 
relationship with money and can it be corrected?  When we do not have the money we want, why do we often 
deny the importance of money?   

Welcome to ‘Your Relationship with Money’.   Step by step, the participants are guided into investigating 
and understanding the relationship they have with money and the relationship that money has with them.  
Then, they move forward to identify those belief systems that create the barriers they have to making the 
money they say they want to make.  Finally, a discussion focuses on the options to remove ineffective 
behaviors towards money and the ‘Secret’ on how each one of us can make the money we want. 

Delivered to the privacy of your home, office or any other space where you feel comfortable, you will utilize 
Video Conferencing technology to allow you to see, hear and discuss the topics of the e-Workshop.   The 
Program lasts four weeks, 1.5 hours per week in a small group environment of other women willing to have an 
open discussion about how they relate to money, looking for solutions in a positive, supportive and confidential 
environment.  Week Two and Week Four Workshop interviews are free of charge.  

Week One - A discussion on Your Relationship to Money - how acquired belief systems generate 
barriers to creating the money you say you would like to make.  Free of charge.  August 6 - 5:30 pm 

Week Two - A discussion on How Money relates to you - acquired ineffective behaviors about money.  
Free of Charge.  August 13 - 5:30 pm 

Week Three - How do you transform negative belief systems into positive ones, how to you handle 
ineffective negative behaviors.  $100. August 20 - 5:30 pm 

Week Four - Understanding and mastering the ‘Money Game’ - the base secret to making money.  
$100.   August 27 - 5:30 pm 
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